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Introduction

A “brownfield” is any property that is abandoned or underused due to the known or likely presence of contamination.
Brownfields are located in cities and towns all across
Minnesota. Whether it’s a deserted railroad depot, a closed
factory, a former drycleaner, or an abandoned gas station,
brownfields offer both a challenge and an opportunity for
local communities and developers. The Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency’s (MPCA) Brownfield Program was created
to help overcome the environmental and legal barriers that
prevent the redevelopment of these properties. To learn more
about the importance of cleaning up contaminated properties
for reuse, see Minnesota Brownfield’s report Benefits of
Brownfield Redevelopment in Minnesota.
The MPCA Brownfield Program is a fee-for-service program
that provides technical assistance and various liability
assurance letters to promote the investigation, cleanup,
and redevelopment of property that is contaminated with
petroleum and/or hazardous substances. The assurance
letters provide liability protection for property developers and
environmental closure for identified contamination. Customers
include property owners, prospective purchasers, developers,
development agencies, lending institutions, non-profit
organizations, and local units of government.
The MPCA Brownfield Program consists of
two integrated programs, the Petroleum
Brownfield Program, which handles
petroleum contamination under the
Petroleum Tank Release Cleanup Act
(Minn. Stat. § 115C), and the Voluntary
Investigation and Cleanup (VIC) Program,
which handles hazardous substance
contamination under Minnesota’s
Environmental Response and Liability Act
(Minn. Stat. § 115B).
Right - The 27-acre Bruce Vento Nature
Sanctuary in St. Paul, created in 2005, remains
one of the largest brownfield-to-greenspace
projects to come through the MPCA’s
Brownfield Program. The restored Phalen
Creek now meanders through the former
industrial site, after having been hidden for
over 100 years in a below-grade storm sewer.
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MPCA MISSION
Protect and improve
the environment
and enhance human
health.

2021 New brownfield applications statewide

78% of sites
in the
metro area
69 sites
out-state

2021 New brownfield applications by subprogram
VIC only

105

Petroleum only

48

Combo

162

Total

315
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2021 Brownfield applications in other urban areas
Duluth

Mankato

Winona
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St. Cloud

Rochester

Hibbing

Annual brownfield site applications

Cost recovery

As per statute, parties requesting assistance from the MPCA’s
Brownfield Program are required to pay the agency for the cost
of providing assistance. The current rate is $150/hour. Brownfield
Program staff track the time they spend doing site work, including
the time to review reports and correspondence, provide guidance
and technical assistance, and issue requested assurance letters.
As shown in the table below, the Voluntary Investigation and
Cleanup (VIC) Program invoiced $605,104 in 2021, and the
Petroleum Brownfield Program (PBP) invoiced $339,022. The
amount paid during the reporting period is less than the amount
billed due to pending payment of the December 2021 invoices and
other delayed payments.
Amount billed

Total paid

Percent paid total

VIC

$605,104

$526,410

87%

PBP

$339,022

$288,059

85%

Metrics for 2021
758

Assurance
letters issued

3,423

Acres returned to
productive use

89

Sites with
response actions
completed
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Brownfields and per-and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS)
PFAS are a large group of chemicals, invented in the 1930s, that have been used in many industrial applications
and consumer products. PFAS are desirable due to their durability and water- and grease-resistant properties,
but that durability also means they do not readily break down over time in the environment. Their prevalence
in the environment and the toxicity of PFAS has led to concerns in the brownfield community about how these
chemicals may complicate the redevelopment of brownfield sites. Some commonly asked questions are below:
Are PFAS a potential liability risk under the Minnesota Environmental Response and Liability Act (MERLA)?
Yes. Under MERLA, compounds are considered hazardous substances if they meet one of several criteria,
including if they are a hazardous waste. The MPCA takes the position that PFAS, because of their quantity,
concentration, or chemical characteristics, may pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health
or the environment and are therefore hazardous wastes as defined in Minn. Stat. § 116.06, subd. 11, clause
(b). Because PFAS found in releases and threatened releases meet the definition of a hazardous waste, they
are therefore hazardous substances as defined by MERLA, Minn. Stat. § 115B.02, subd. 8. As such, the MPCA
Remediation programs evaluate PFAS in the same manner as other hazardous substances that result in an
identified release to the environment.
Can the Brownfield Program provide liability protection to a non-responsible party for PFAS?
Yes, if the non-responsible party otherwise meets the Brownfield Program’s eligibility criteria for a No
Association Determination letter. For an overview of the eligibility criteria for a No Association Determination,
see the MPCA’s Brownfield Program Services guidance document.
How do I know if PFAS are potential contaminants of concern at a brownfield site?
A thorough Phase I Environmental Site Assessment and a knowledge of the types of industries/practices
associated with potential PFAS use are essential for determining whether PFAS are potential contaminants of
concern. The following criteria are useful for making sampling decisions for a brownfield site:
•
•
•

Proximity to a current or former dump or landfill
Proximity to known PFAS contamination
Current or historical site use that may have generated, handled, stored, used, or disposed of PFAS,
including but not limited to electroplating, petroleum refining, commercial printing, carpet and upholstery
cleaning, manufacturing of waterproof outerwear, and use of aqueous film forming foam for fire
suppression or fire training. A more comprehensive list of industrial practices that may generate, use, or
dispose of PFAS, based on North American Industrial Classification System codes, can be found in
Appendix F of the MPCA’s Draft PFAS Monitoring Plan.
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Brownfields and per-and
polyfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) continued
When is testing for PFAS necessary at a brownfield site?
The need to test for PFAS at a brownfield site is
determined by several factors:
•

•

•

•

Every voluntary party enrolled in the Brownfield
Program must manage risk to human health and the
environment that may stem from their proposed actions. If PFAS are potential contaminants of concern at
a brownfield site, and if the voluntary party’s proposed actions may create a potential exposure pathway
for PFAS or cause the contamination to spread, then testing for PFAS is required to identify and manage
potential risk. Example scenarios include but are not limited to a drinking water or soil exposure pathway,
pumping PFAS-contaminated groundwater for irrigation, leaching of PFAS-contaminated soil via stormwater
infiltration, and planned off-site reuse of soil.
The liability protection provided in a No Association Determination letter is limited to a specific identified
release as documented by sampling results. If PFAS are potential contaminants of concern at a brownfield
site, then testing for PFAS is recommended for voluntary parties who wish to obtain liability protection
for PFAS, even if their proposed actions would not create a potential exposure pathway or cause the
contamination to spread.
A voluntary party enrolled in the Brownfield Program can choose which assurance letter(s) to pursue.
Different assurance letters have different technical requirements regarding the scope of the site
investigation. For example, a Certificate of Completion requires a thorough investigation for all potential
contaminants of concern in all applicable media, whereas a No Action Letter might be limited to a single
media or a specific type of contaminant. For additional information on the types of assurance letters
offered by the Brownfield Program, see the MPCA’s Brownfield Program Services guidance document.
In some circumstances, a landfill may request PFAS sampling of soil before accepting it for disposal.
Voluntary parties should contact their chosen landfill prior to site redevelopment to confirm the landfill’s
data needs.

To find out more about Minnesota’s efforts around PFAS, check out these resources:
Minnesota’s PFAS Blueprint, released in February 2021, provides more information about PFAS and their
occurrence in Minnesota. A companion document, MPCA’s Draft PFAS Monitoring Plan, is being developed
to provide a plan for monitoring PFAS across MPCA’s permitting and cleanup programs. MPCA is finalizing
the PFAS Monitoring Plan based on public comments received and anticipates the final plan will be released
in spring of 2022. The next step is to develop program-specific guidance, in coordination with an external
stakeholder group, which includes representatives from different sectors that may be affected by PFAS
decisions at brownfield/remediation sites. A draft PFAS guidance document for remediation programs is
expected to be released for public input in spring 2023, with final guidance expected in late summer/early fall
2023. Members of the brownfield community are encouraged to reach out to their sector representatives on
the advisory group with questions, concerns, or ideas.
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Brownfields and the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law
Passage of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act on November 15, 2021, commonly referred to as the
Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, has resulted in an unprecedented investment in brownfields across the country.
The Bipartisan Infrastructure Law invests more than $1.5 billion in brownfields over the next five years through
various grants offered by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Eligible applicants include communities,
states, tribes, and non-profits. A private entity (non-responsible party) could benefit from these grant funds by
coordinating with one of the eligible applicants listed above. For additional information about these funding
opportunities, see EPA’s fact sheet Bipartisan Infrastructure Law: A Historic Investment in Brownfields.
MPCA’s Brownfield Program is pursuing competitive grant funds made possible by the Bipartisan Infrastructure
Law. If received, these grant funds would provide funding to complete Phase I/II Environmental Site
Assessments, cleanup planning, hazardous material building surveys, and community outreach and engagement,
all for brownfield sites in designated areas of concern for environmental justice in Minnesota.
The MPCA Brownfield Program may also benefit from additional Section 128(a) money made available to states
and tribes through non-competitive cooperative agreements. The Brownfield Program has long benefited from
an annual Section 128(a) grant from EPA, which helps offset operational costs, pays for program enhancements,
and funds MPCA’s Targeted Brownfield Assessment Program (see page 9). For the next five years, the Bipartisan
Infrastructure Law increases the amount of money that will be disbursed to states and tribes to build program
capacity, oversee brownfield cleanups, and conduct site assessment activities.
It’s worth noting that the EPA has its own Targeted Brownfield Assessment Program, which also received a major
funding boost from the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law. Public entities and non-profit organizations can coordinate
directly with EPA in seeking these funds. See the fact sheet linked above for additional detail.

St. Croix Crossing site in Stillwater: completed in 2017
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MPCA funding for brownfield projects
Targeted Brownfield Assessment Program (Section 128a Grant)
The MPCA’s Targeted Brownfield Assessment (TBA) Program is funded by an annual grant from EPA,
made available through federal brownfields legislation. The grant is used to pay for Phase I and Phase II
Environmental Site Assessments, building material surveys, preparation of cleanup plans, and Brownfield
Program fees for MPCA review and oversight. Applications are accepted on a rolling basis and assessment
work is completed by MPCA contractors. Eligible brownfield projects must have community involvement or
support. In addition, the MPCA favors applications that promote brownfield redevelopment projects located
in small communities in greater Minnesota or environmental justice areas, or those that support non-profit
organizations or create community greenspace. Since the program’s inception in 2003, the MPCA’s TBA
Program has paid for environmental investigations at 73 sites, with 39 of those sites located in environmental
justice areas. For additional information, an application form, and a complete list of TBA projects funded
to date, see the MPCA’s webpage at https://www.pca.state.mn.us/waste/minnesota-targeted-brownfieldsassessment-program.
TBA projects active in 2021 are summarized in the table below.
Project name

Project ID

Location

Redevelopment

Anderson Trucking Facility

BF0001679

St. Cloud

Affordable Housing

Art Box

BF0001819

Minneapolis

Dance Studio

Clinton Place Addition

BF0001563

Duluth

Affordable Housing

Douglas Drive Service Center

BF0001939

Crystal

Residential

Front St Community Garden

BF0001683

St. Paul

Community Garden

Irving Infill Housing

BF0001330

Duluth

Affordable Housing

Juxtaposition Arts

BF0001649

Minneapolis

Art Education Center

Kiester Food n Fuel

BF0001892

Kiester

TBD

Klaustermeier Farm

BF0001562

Lester Prairie

TBD

Outlot A Sibley Parkway

BF0001780

Mankato

Residential

Rice Street Crossings

BF0001807

Shoreview

TBD

Sacred Heart Building

BF0001811

Sacred Heart

Green Space

Schmidt's Meat Market Expansion

BF0001821

Nicollet

Meat Market

Soderville Meats

BF0001835

Ham Lake

Meat Market

Warren Power Plant

BF0001578

Warren

Brewery
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Environmental justice areas and MPCA grant sites
Environmental justice areas are defined by census tracts with one or more of the following criteria: at least
40% of people reported income less than 185% of the federal poverty level; 50% or more people of color;
and federally recognized tribal areas. Data are from the US Census Bureau. For more information about
environmental justice areas, see the MPCA’s Understanding environmental justice in Minnesota webpage for a
description and interactive maps.

73

TBA grant
sites

53%

of MPCA grant
sites are in
environmental
justice areas

Environmental justice areas
Environmental Justice Brownfield Assessment grant sites (2018-2020)
Targeted Brownfield Assessment grant sites (2003-2021)
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Case studies
2021 Case study locations
Metro area
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Case studies
Case study selection
The case studies were selected to show representative examples of the different
types of sites that enter the Brownfield Program. Categories include greenspace,
commercial, industrial, residential, and community projects. All of the selected sites
completed investigations and/or redevelopment in 2021 or in recent years.

Malcom Yards Market - Minneapolis

Food hall and community space in the Malcolm Yards neighborhood
The Market is located in the historic Harris
Machinery Building, which operated from
1928 until 2015 reselling railcar damaged
cargo. After 2015, the building sat vacant
for years and fell into disrepair.

Before redevelopment

As a result of former industrial practices,
soil at the property was contaminated
with polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons,
metals, and petroleum. Prior to repair and
renovation of the building, the impacted
soil was removed and the remaining
structure underwent extensive lead and
asbestos abatement.
The building is now a food hall with nine
vendors who feature globally inspired
menus, a bar that specializes in signature
cocktails, and a self-pour tap wall. The
Market is the first to open in the larger
Malcolm Yards District redevelopment,
which will include apartments and an
office building.
Photo credit: The Wall Companies

After redevelopment
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Case studies
Main Square Community - Winona
New apartments, offices, and school near city center
The new Main Square Community in Winona features luxury
and market-rate apartments as well as retail and office space.
The redevelopment project transformed a tired corner near
the city center into mixed-use buildings that bring new energy
to downtown Winona. Commercial ventures at the site include
a restaurant, a realty office, a dentist, a financial services office,
and a Montessori school.

Before redevelopment

Soil contamination at the site consisted of metals and
polyaromatic hydrocarbons, which was removed for landfill
disposal. The property had previously been used for various
purposes, including stables, a blacksmith shop, a wood
shop, an automobile sales and repair business, a gasoline
filling station, a paint shop, a cabinet repair shop, a church, a
restaurant, a bicycle repair shop, and a YMCA.
Photo credit: City of Winona
After redevelopment

The Lift Garage – Minneapolis
Non-profit auto repair shop

During redevelopment

The Lift Garage in Minneapolis was founded in 2013 by Pastor
Cathy Heying, based on her work with people experiencing
homelessness. The non-profit auto repair service helps lowincome customers maintain a safe and reliable vehicle, which
in turn opens up greater opportunities for employment. The
program’s success fueled a recent expansion of the facility,
which now includes five service bays.
Approximately 97 tons of metals- and petroleum-impacted
soil was excavated during the expansion project, and a vapor
mitigation system was installed in the building.
Photo credit: The Lift Garage - Mark Snyder

Photo Credit: XXXXXX

After redevelopment
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Case studies
Capri Theater - Minneapolis

Historic community theater expansion
This historic theater in North Minneapolis was known as the
Paradise Theater from the early 1930s until the mid-1960s.
Originally used as a movie theater, it was renamed the Capri
Theater in 1967 and has been renovated over the years
to host all kinds of theater productions, concerts, and film
screenings.
The Capri Theater was recently expanded to provide a
new multi-purpose performance/rehearsal space, and the
grounds were improved with a large public plaza. During
redevelopment activities, debris-impacted fill contaminated
with metals, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, and
petroleum was excavated for landfill disposal.

Photo credit: Capri Theater

The space is now run by the Plymouth Christian Youth Center,
which has made it a special place for artists all around the
Twin Cities to showcase their talents, putting a heavy focus on
the North Minneapolis community.

Tumble Fresh Coin Laundry - St. Cloud
New spacious laundromat

A vacant Wendy’s restaurant building was razed to make
way for a spacious and bright Tumble Fresh Coin Laundry.
The new laundromat includes a lounge with free internet,
an entertainment area for the kids, and a self-service pet
wash.
Historical use as a gasoline filling station resulted in
petroleum-impacted soil at the site. Approximately 1,160
tons of impacted soil and debris were removed for landfill
disposal during redevelopment of the site.

Before redevelopment

Photo credit: Linn Companies
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After redevelopment

Case studies
Rice Street Flats - St. Paul

New affordable housing apartments
Rice Street Flats brings 41 new affordable apartments
to the neighborhood south of Maryland Avenue in St.
Paul. Designed with families in mind, the majority of
apartments are larger, and the building includes amenities
such as a fitness center, BBQ area, and children’s
playground.
Approximately 11,576 tons of impacted soil intermixed
with debris were removed for landfill disposal. The
contamination was associated with past use of the site as
a radiator repair shop, an automotive repair shop, and a
gasoline filling station.

Photo credit: Phoenix Development Company

Essentia Wellness Center - Hermantown
Wellness clinic, coffee shop, and YMCA

The 22-acre site was previously used as the Hermantown Middle School. The building, constructed in 1940,
was vacated in 2016 after completion of a new school building elsewhere in town. The city, Essentia Health,
and the Duluth Area YMCA partnered on this redevelopment project with the shared goal of promoting
better health and wellness to residents of southern St. Louis County.
The vacant school building was renovated and expanded into the Essentia Health Regional Wellness
Center. The center includes a clinic, coffee shop, and a new YMCA. Response actions completed during
redevelopment included disposal of approximately 2,368 tons of petroleum-impacted soil and installation of
a vapor mitigation system.
Photo credit: Essentia Health

Before redevelopment

After redevelopment
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Partnerships
A successful brownfield redevelopment project depends on many partners working
together to navigate the environmental, legal, and financial challenges that arise when
transforming a blighted property into a community resource. The MPCA Brownfield
Program strives to develop strong partnerships with program applicants and organizations
that support brownfield redevelopment work in Minnesota. Key partnerships include
Minnesota Brownfields, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization dedicated to promoting the
efficient cleanup and reuse of contaminated land through education and research. MPCA
staff are frequent speakers at Minnesota Brownfield forums, where topics are often chosen
to coincide with current MPCA initiatives. Minnesota Brownfields also serves as an effective
and efficient way for the MPCA’s Brownfield Program to seek feedback when developing
new guidance on topics of importance to Minnesota’s brownfield community.
The MPCA Brownfield Program partners with the Minnesota Department of Employment
and Economic Development (DEED) and the Metropolitan Council by providing technical
support and review of applications submitted to their contamination investigation and
cleanup grant programs. More information on the DEED Investigation and Contamination
Cleanup Grant Program and Metropolitan Council’s Investigation and Contamination
Cleanup Grant Program can be found on their websites. On redevelopment projects
where the community has questions about risk to public health, the MPCA’s Brownfield
Program works with the Minnesota Department of Health to resolve concerns. The
MPCA’s Brownfield Program coordinates with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture if
a brownfield redevelopment site also contains a release of agricultural chemicals. The US
Environmental Protection Agency provides valuable financial support to MPCA’s Brownfield
Program through federal grants that help pay for program operational expenses and
investigation grants administered by the MPCA.
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MPCA brownfield staff
For more information about the MPCA Brownfield Programs, visit our webpage at https://www.pca.state.
mn.us/waste/brownfields

Voluntary Investigation Cleanup (VIC) Program
Hadiaris, Amy
(Supervisor)

651-757-2402

amy.hadiaris@state.mn.us

Guertin, Amanda

651-757-2369

amanda.guertin@state.mn.us

Knight, David

651-757-2857

david.knight@state.mn.us

Nichols, Andrew

651-757-2612

andrew.nichols@state.mn.us

Ostby, Mark

651-757-2283

mark.ostby@state.mn.us

Reinders, Joseph

651-757-2422

joseph.reinders@state.mn.us

Ryser, Rebecca

651-757-2015

rebecca.ryser@state.mn.us

Schmitt, Shanna

651-757-2697

shanna.schmitt@state.mn.us

Smokovitz, Jacob

651-757-2321

jacob.smokovitz@state.mn.us

Tschann, Emma

651-757-2006

emma.tschann@state.mn.us

Petroleum Brownfields Program (PBP)
Ebertz, Jessica (Supervisor)

651-757-2328

jessica.ebertz@state.mn.us

VanPatten, Stacey
(Program Administrator)

651-757-2425

stacey.vanpatten@state.mn.us

Brenegan, Erik

651-757-2256

erik.brenegan@state.mn.us

Hammond, Jayme

651-757-2615

jayme.hammond@state.mn.us

Koplitz, Mark

651-757-2502

mark.koplitz@state.mn.us

Krueger, Chuck

651-757-2077

chuck.krueger@state.mn.us

Nelson, Sara

651-757-2300

sara.nelson@state.mn.us

Schuller, Brittney

651-757-2444

brittney.schuller@state.mn.us

Umholtz, Mark

651-757-2308

mark.umholtz@state.mn.us
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